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Introduction  
Food inflation combined with insufficient productivity gains are obvious indicators 
that without swift action our ability to feed a rapidly growing population is at 
serious risk. Nanotechnology could be an exciting emerging technology with a 
great capacity to revolutionize India's agriculture and livestock market, and 
throughout the world.  Nanotechnology is a novel technology which creates 
materials and changes structure, enhances quality and texture of foodstuffs at the 
molecular level and includes a major effect on production, processing, 
transportation, storage, safety and security of food along with meeting up the 
demand for ever-increasing demand for feed to some extent due successful 
interventions in feed technology. As we realize that the utilization rate of minerals 
from their inorganic sources is absolutely low so these minerals are added 20-30 
times higher than the regular animal requirement resulting in extra excretion of 
these minerals in the stool, which ends up in pollutants for the environment. It can 
also affect the balance of the various minerals. Therefore, a replacement for 
organic mineral sources is being studied which have a much higher utilization rate 
than inorganic mineral sources but organic mineral sources are more expensive 
than conventional inorganic sources. Recently, it has been shown that material at 
nanometre magnitude exhibits novel properties other than its normal-sized 
particles, such as enhanced specific surface area, higher surface activity, greater 
catalytic efficiency and a stronger adsorption ability which, due to the advantage of 
the size effect and high surface reactivity, nanoparticles are already used in 
pharmaceutical applications to boost the bioavailability of drugs and targeting 
therapeutic agents to specific organs. With vast potential application fields, 
nanotechnology remains in its infancy on the suitability and effectiveness of 
mineral nanoparticles in animal feed and nutritional studies, especially in poultry. 
Furthermore, application of nanotechnology in poultry has shown improvement in 
immunity, resistance to oxidation and growth, and reduced use of antibiotics and  

 
 
manure odour, ultimately improving the environment. Due to the application of 
agents with multimode antibacterial action, bacteria's resistance to traditional 
antibiotics can be reduced by using nanotechnologies. 
Trace minerals in the forms of nanoparticles can successfully achieve the mineral 
requirements in the poultry diets. Micro-minerals are involved in several 
biochemical pathways and are components of a large number of enzymes 
necessary for normal biochemical reactions. Because of their incredibly small size 
and unique physical properties the nanoparticles are considerably different from 
their standard forms. Nanoparticles can bypass the physiological modes of 
nutrient distribution and transmission across tissue and cell membranes. 
Nanotechnology is increasingly being applied in the field of veterinary medicine 
and poultry production, and various compounds are being used as supplementary 
sources of trace minerals (Na2O, MgO, Al2O3, SiO2, K2O, CaO, TiO2, and Fe2O3) in 
diets.  
Nutrition is a significant portion (around 60–65 percent) of poultry inputs. Nano-
feed additives can help improve feed performance, reduce feed costs and raise 
the yield and quality of poultry-based products. Nano form of supplementation 
increases the surface area which increases the absorption and therefore the use 
of minerals which leads to a reduction in the number of supplements and 
eventually to a reduction in feed costs and increase the yield and quality of 
products made from poultry. There are many encouraging and promising 
examples of the present-day use of various nano-materials in poultry. Nano-feed 
additives and novel detoxifying nano-materials are expected to bring value in 
feeding strategies as a result of their positive influence on efficiency in intensive 
poultry production. This chapter discusses the potential areas of nano particles in 
poultry nutrition where it is possible to use the advantages of such technologies to 
assist researchers and policy makers. 
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Abstract: Nanoscience has arisen as one of the foremost fascinating branches of contemporary science. Globally the investments are increasing in nanotechnology-based 
studies and development. In addition to high bioavailability, high biodegradability properties and ability to penetrate directly into the animal body, it offers a scientific gain with its 
rapid and unique moves, thus rendering the particle utilization rate higher. Trace minerals more effectively used in poultry diets in the form of nanoparticles to satisfy the mineral 
requirements. The nanoparticles are likely to be different when compared to their conventional forms due to their extremely small size and unique physical properties. Nano form of 
supplementation increases the surface area which increases the absorption and thus the use of minerals leading to a decrease in the number of supplements and ultimately a 
decrease in feed costs. Nanoparticles are prepared using different methods. But, before choosing the particles, it is important to take into account the physicochemical stability of 
the active substance and its toxic effects, its liberation profile. The most widely nanoparticles used in poultry are Nano Zn, Nano-Ag, Nano Se, Nano DCP, Nano Cr. For intensive 
poultry processing, nano-feed additives and novel detoxifying nano-materials are expected to provide added value for feeding practices as a result of their positive effect on 
performance. In this review paper, we have our overview of nanoparticles, their preparation and their applications in the poultry industry. This chapter lists possible areas of poultry 
nutrition where the benefits of these technologies can be used to assist researchers and policy makers. 
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Nanotechnology  
Some have described nanotechnology (which includes both nano-sciences and 
nano-technologies) as a cornerstone of various converging technology visions. 
Since the rise of nanoscience in the 21st century it has emerged as one of the 
most important branches of modern science. Nanotechnology's potential has been 
recognized globally, and investment in nanotechnology-centered work and 
development is increasing [1]. Over the years, nanotechnology has become a 
modern enabling technology, with enormous potential for revolutionizing both the 
Indian and global agriculture and livestock sectors. Nano is a Latin word meaning 
little old man or Dwarf and in 1952 Nobel laureate of physics Richard Feynman 
gave the idea of nanotechnology a first in southern California. In 1980 Eric Drexler 
made nanotechnology popular in the true sense of the term. Particles measuring 
between 1 and 100 nano meters in diameter are known as nano particles. 
Nanotechnology is the use of scientific knowledge to produce certain particles and 
systems which use them. This deals with the physiochemical properties of 
structures of molecular scale, and they can be combined to form larger structures 
for livestock and human use. Nanoparticles and structures acquire certain peculiar 
and novel characteristics because of this dimensional range, and nanotechnology 
also deals with the study and analysis of these properties. 
The term "nano" refers to a milliard of a meter (10-9 m), or one millionth of a 
millimetre. In recent years, nanotechnologies have been increasingly being 
applied in the animal production market. This can not only enhance animal 
immunity, resistance to oxidation, and growth, as well as reduced antibiotic use 
and manure odour, which is conducive to improving the environment.  
"Nanotechnology can also be used to improve the nutritional value of a food by 
increasing the bioavailability of certain nutrients." In addition to high bioavailability 
and biodegradability properties it offers a scientific advantage with its rapid and 
specific moves. Nano trace element can enter the animal body by direct 
penetration; its consumption rate is therefore much higher than that of ordinary 
inorganic trace elements. Research has shown that the inorganic trace element 
utilization coefficient was about 30 percent, while the nano trace element 
utilization coefficient was close to 100 percent. All of these benefits have 
significant effects on farm animal production and also economic losses, as well as 
healthier food and feed production. Nanotechnology is still in its infancy for animal 
feed and nutrition research, with vast potential areas of use. The ability to produce 
and manipulate nanoscale matter has created opportunities for new directions and 
with unprecedented accuracy to interact with biology. Recently trace minerals are 
used successfully in the diets of poultry in the form of nanoparticles to satisfy the 
mineral requirements. The nanoparticles are considerably different as compared 
to their standard forms due to their extremely tiny size and distinct physical 
properties. These are supposed to have the advantage of better absorption rate, 
lower dose rate and safe contact with other components as a feed additive.  
Perhaps the potential of nanotechnology in broiler production is not yet fully 
appreciated, due to insufficient knowledge. From a different perspective, feeding 
such antibiotics at low levels in poultry for an extended period of time is normal 
practice in the poultry industry to increase feed efficiency for birds. Yet, recently, 
due to the potential growth of antibiotic-resistant bacteria and their residues in 
poultry processing, an in-feed antibiotic has been banned. 
Nano type of supplementation improves the surface area which could potentially 
increase the uptake and thus the use of minerals leading to a reduction in the 
number of nutrients and eventually a decrease in feed costs. The growing concern 
about the possible contribution of phosphorus in poultry excreta to surface water 
eutrophication has led to increased pressure to limit the amount of excess 
phosphorus in poultry ration, thereby reducing the phosphorous faecal production 
Mineral nanoparticles, especially in large-scale poultry farming, will be helpful in 
reducing the excretion of unused minerals which reduce the environment. Mineral 
nanoparticles will be helpful in reducing the excretion of unutilized minerals 
minimizing the environmental pollution, especially in large scale poultry farming. 
Differences between nanomaterials and larger materials  
The physical, chemical, mechanical, optical, electrical, and magnetic properties on 
an atomic scale are quite different from those on a larger scale, even when 
compared with those on a micron scale (10-6) [3]. Because of two effects, the 
nanomaterials differ from larger ones: 

Surface effects 
The atoms of nanomaterials lack cohesion relative to those of larger structures, as 
the energy required to join neighbouring atoms is smaller. The fusion point of a 
given element changes as a result of this. For instance, the fusion point of a 2.5 
nm gold particle is about 930 K (almost 657°C), which is much lower than 1336 K 
(almost 1.063°C), this metal's usual fusion point at higher volumes. This 
phenomenon is characteristic in metals, inert gases, semi-conductors and 
molecular crystals where the particle size is less than 100 nm [4].  
 
Quantum effects 
Quantum points are a form of nanostructures, just a few nanometres in size 
exhibiting a similar behavior to a single atom. Their spatial structure enables them 
to have properties that are not proper to the material when they are in the form of 
nanoparticles, such as magnetism in metals like gold or platinum. 
 
Mechanism of action of nanoparticles 
The mechanism of action of nanoparticles was described [5]   
• The surface area available for interaction was increased in order to establish 
better biological support.  
• The time of residence of the GIT compounds has been expanded. 
 • Impact of pathways for intestinal clearance has decreased.  
 • Penetrate deep into tissues through fine capillaries  
• Cross epithelial lining fenestration (e.g. liver) 
• Enable efficient cell use 
 • Efficient transport of active compounds to target body sites  
Various methods of Nano particles preparation are available. The selection of any 
of these methods depends on the specific goals and conditions for the intended 
use of where and how they obtained the particles. Therefore, it is necessary to 
consider, among many other considerations, the physical and chemical stability of 
the active agent and its toxicity, its liberation profile. Specifies some common 
methods for the preparation of nanoparticles, such as:  
 
Green synthesis 
The word green synthesis means that together the nanotechnology and plant 
biotechnology are used to prepare a nanomaterial. The extracts from plants play 
an important role in raising the particle size of metal ions. Extracts containing 
different compounds are, for example, sugar, alkaloids, polyphenols, proteins etc. 
Additionally, these compounds give the metal ions stability. The nanoparticles 
extracted by this process will be of various colours such as gold grey and black, 
depending on the source of the plant material used. 
  
 
Role of nano minerals in poultry production 
Nano Zinc  
Zinc is essential for the normal functioning of many structural proteins, enzymes 
and hormones, and necessary for development and growth [7&8]. This could be 
the cause broilers, showing higher weight gains and better FCR when combined 
with Zn-NP. Dietary Zn can influence the development of eggs by interacting with 
the endocrine system, and increase the production of eggs in layers. In broiler 
breeder chicken, an increase in the synthesis and secretion of reproductive 
hormones found in the blood plasma, especially concentrations of LH and FSH 
hormones, causes increased deposition of albumen in the magnum, shell 
membrane secretion in the isthmus and shell formation in the uterus resulted in an 
increase in egg production and also egg weight. 
Proliferation, differentiation, and survival of the bone cells are impaired if Zn is not 
supplied sufficiently. The resistance to breaking tibia increased in diets 
supplemented with Zn for chickens due to increased bone mineralization shows 
that Zn plays a crucial role in bone metabolism [10,11]. Zn also improves 
osteoblast count and activity, contributes to calcium deposition in bone diaphysis 
and increased mineralization in the tibia. Zinc is essential to thymulin, a thymic 
hormone which regulates the maturation of T lymphocytes. Therefore, birds fed 
with diets supplemented with a more available source of Zn could have more 
thymulin activity and thus enhance immune response 
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Nano silver 
Chicken embryo is a special biological model because it is independent of the 
mother body, and no external supply of nutrients is required [12]. Nano-Ag 
accumulated in the bone of the embryo, but did not impact the bone's structure 
and mechanical properties. There has been a tendency to increase mineral 
content, suggesting that nanoparticles may affect bone mineralization [13]. The 
positive response results in the body weight of birds fed with Nano Ag obtained 
may be due to the antibacterial properties of nano silver affecting microbial 
communities without causing resistance and growing anabolic activity, which can 
promote the development and growth of animals and increase the rate of 
metabolism. An increased feed intake and an improved feed conversion ratio over 
the total duration (1-42 days) using nano silver in broiler diet [15]. This action can 
be due to the effect of ionic silver on harmful intestinal bacteria, resulting in a 
healthy hindgut and better absorption of nutrients.  
When broilers were supplemented with silver nanoparticles, total serum protein 
increased especially serum globin and albumin. Total serum antioxidant activity 
also increased significantly relative to control at all levels of the dietary AgNps. In 
addition, it is found that metallic silver nanoparticles can reduce the viability of 
potentially harmful species, such as coliforms, whereas lactobacilli, which compete 
positively against proliferation of pathogens and decrease their virulence, are not 
affected [16]. In the case of Gram-negative bacteria, the function of the inhibitory 
effects of AgNPs was greater. This may be due to the thickness of the layer of 
peptidoglycan in the Gram-positive bacterial cell wall, which can somehow prevent 
it [17].  
A greater effect of silver nanoparticles on Bacillus subtilis than on Escherichia coli 
has been observed, suggesting a selective antimicrobial effect, possibly related to 
the bacterial membrane structure. 
 
Nano selenium 
Dietary Se plays a major role in promoting body weight, feather production, 
improved FCR, increased levels of blood glucose, improved immunity. 
Improvement in birds 'live body weight could be due to some of their biological 
functions, such as their role in enzymatic oxidation-reduction, nucleic acid 
metabolism and in promoting the activity of easily oxidized substances such as 
carotenoids and vitamin A. In addition, feather growth improves can be due to 
improved growth efficiency (BWG) or may be due to increased protein and water 
in cells [18]. Enhanced FCR of broilers fed organic supplemented diet may be 
associated with increased concentrations of the active form of thyroid hormone in 
the serum of chickens supplemented with Se, as well as with the 
immunomodulating properties of Se [19-22].  
The increase in blood glucose may suggest disrupted carbohydrate metabolism 
due to increased breakdown of liver glycogen, probably mediating the increase in 
blood glucose. Nano-Se dietary supplementation has also improved both humoral 
and cellular immunity as assessed against SRBC by an antibody titre, cutaneous 
basophil hypersensitivity (CBH) responses, and provided better antibody response 
than untreated control groups. An increased title to an antibody against SRBCs 
was found when the diet included selenium and vitamin E at higher levels [24-28]. 
On the contrary, it is observed depression in antibody production against E. coli 
and Newcastle disease virus vaccination in both chicken and turkey when vitamin 
E supplementation in the diet was increased from 10 to 150 mg kg-1 [29]. 
Selenium supplementation could have affected intracellular signal transmission 
required for initiation of lymphocytes proliferation [30] leading to increase in the 
antibody titre.  
Compared with other selenium compounds, elemental selenium nanoparticles 
have higher bioavailability [31, 32]. The Nano-Se had higher retention of Se in the 
liver, pancreas and muscle of the breast, and was consistent [31]. Higher retention 
of Nno-Se in the muscle can effectively reduce the Se available to induce the 
response to selenosis [33]. That may be partly the reason for Nano-Se’s lower 
toxicity relative to selenite. Nanoparticles have been reported to exhibit new 
transport and take up characteristics, and exhibit higher absorption efficiencies 
[34-37]. Nanoparticles superior performance may be due to their smaller particle 
size and larger surface area, increased mucosal permeability and improved 
intestinal absorption due to the formation of nano emulsion droplets.  

Nano DCP 
Birds fed Nano DCP diets gained (p<0.001) 12.6% more body weight and ate 
(p<0.01) 1.6% more feed than CDCP groups [38]. FCR values increased by 10 
per cent (p<0.001) for birds fed NDCP diets compared to conventional DCP diets. 
Nano-sized calcium phosphate materials have a greater specific surface area and 
surface roughness than conventional calcium phosphate materials [39, 40]. Nano-
sized calcium phosphate materials are expected to have better bioactivity 
compared to conventional materials, because nano-shaped mineral 
supplementation (Se, Cr and Zn) increases bioavailability and utilization efficiency 
by increasing the surface area. When the actual production of calcium phosphate 
nano-particles is upscaled to an industrial level, the usefulness of nanoform in 
reducing the mineral quantity to half or more in the diet will reduce feeding costs. It 
was also observed that the cumulative intake of feed tends to increase with an 
increase in calcium phosphorus nanoparticles supplementation level from 50% to 
100%. Greater intake of feed is a result of palatability. Food safety authority of 
Ireland has registered sensory enhancement due to nanoparticles. Increased 
palatability due to supplementation of calcium phosphorus nanoparticles could be 
related to sensory improvement in flavour / texture and also an excessive number 
of fine particles would generally cause small and irregular intakes, digestive 
upsets and poor performance. Thus, supplementation with calcium phosphate 
nanoparticles could be related to the inversely proportional gain in body weight 
due to incremental increase in fine particles in the feed. Addition of nano-formed 
dicalcium phosphate increases the absorption and subsequent decrease in their 
excretion. It has been stated that nano-minerals have greater potential even at 
very low doses than traditional organic and inorganic sources [41]. Nano type of 
mineral supplementation improves the surface area which could potentially 
increase the absorption and consumption leading to reduced supplement amounts 
and eventually reduced mineral excretion. The growing concern about the 
possible contribution of phosphorus in poultry excreta to surface water 
eutrophication has led to increased pressure to reduce the excess phosphorus in 
poultry rations and thus reduce the output of phosphorous. 
 
Nano-Chromium 
Chromium picolinate (CrPic) supplementation did not affect broiler body weight, 
feed consumption, or feed conversion ratio during 1-21 days, mortality rate 
decreased, and breast meat yield improved at 300 or 400 ppb levels with 
supplemental Cr [42]. On the other hand, increased supplemental chromium (200, 
400, 800, or 1200 ppb CrPic) resulted in increased body weight, feed intake and 
feed efficiency in broilers reared under heat stress [43]. Dietary chromium and 
vitamin C supplementation alleviated the decrease in live weight gain and feed 
efficiency in broilers reared under heat stress [44]. Increased carcass yield for 
diets supplemented with CrPic has been reported in broilers [43-45]. It is well 
known that Cr engages in the metabolism of proteins [46]. In addition, Cr plays an 
important role as an integral component of the glucose tolerance factor (GTF) 
which potentiates the insulin action and regulates the metabolism of glucose [47-
51]. 
 
Conclusion 
Nanoparticle research and potential applications in poultry and animal production 
systems are growing in scale and scope. Data available confirms that various 
applications of nano-particles have improved the animal's efficiency, livability and 
biological activity. Production, manufacturing, packaging, and marketing of poultry 
and animal products could also be enhanced through the use of various nano-
materials. While nanotechnology can be used in creating nanoparticles that can 
be used as novel food additives to enhance digestion and absorption. 
Nanotechnology applications are increasingly varied and regional, with a high 
potential for enhancing poultry production.  
 
Application of review: The incorporation of nanoparticles into animal nutrition 
studies, particularly in the poultry industry, will greatly enhance the growth and 
production efficiency. Nevertheless, there is still a great deal of research to 
support the usefulness, and mostly the health of nanotechnology, preventing any 
damage to the birds. 
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